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Details of Visit:

Author: Josh long
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 20 Jan 2018 20:30
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 300
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: 24/7 Babylon Girls London Escorts Agency
Website: https://www.babylongirls.co.uk/
Phone: 07919077777

The Premises:

Bella's place is a very comfortable place very easy to find close to the south Kensington tube it's got
parking spaces on the roads in front of the apartment and her place is pretty clean and tidy it's got a
very nice and big bed and a nice and big bathroom too with hot shower and clean towels and
sheets. 

The Lady:

Bella is a beautiful young Spanish girl with brunette hair beautiful brown eyes and an amazing body
with some really nice latina curves sturdy ass thin waist and sturdy and round tits she looks even
better than the photos and looks pretty young too around 22 to 24 years old.

The Story:

I went to Bella's place at about 20:30 pm and when I got to her place I was actually surprised that
she looked even better than the photos she was very enthusiastic and had a beautiful smile on her
face we then started talking and I was turned on by her Spanish ascent almost instantly she's got a
very kind and sweet personality we bonded right away, she talked to me and wanted to know
everything about myself I found that especially nice as most girls just want to jump straight into
action so before we actually got any action done we got to know each other really well and as things
went flowing we started to make out on her sofa, she went on top of me and started to provoke me
with movements and sexy teasing words with that nice ascent by my ear in a very nice and low tone
she then started to take her clothes off and she had this very sexy lingerie underneath and when I
got a look at those curves I was completly speechless and absolutly turned on a very nice and
sturdy ass with big round and sturdy tits and a thin waist even better than a model, I just coudent
get enough of her and I was pretty surprised by her skills too she was amazing at her oral skills and
she really knew how to ride on top I guess thats the most remarkable aspects of a latina girl they
are well known for theirs amazing curves and skills and I finally got to experience that for myself I
got to say that it something you got to try at least once in a life time and it will not dissapoint you. 
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